15 years, 5 albums, and many singles after his debut release, Ubiquity is delighted to release a “best of” which includes previously unreleased materials, hard to find mixes, and the tracks which made Greyboy famous as the originator of a new laid back, sunny, jazz and soul-inflicted West Coast sound. 15 Years of West Coast Cool includes appearances from Sharon Jones, Quantic, AG (of Showbiz and AG), Bart Davenport (of Honeycut), Shawn Lee, Nino Moschella, Jeremy Ellis and others.

Greyboy has recorded with AG (Showbiz and AG), Sharon Jones, and the Greyboy All-Stars (whom he helped put together and produce). Over the years Greyboy has DJ’d in Japan, Europe, and across the USA. He has played to 5000 people in the countryside outside of Rome, and over 20,000 people a night on tour with Ben Harper and Jack Johnson.

LP FORMAT WILL BE PRESSED IN LIMITED EDITION GREY VINYL!!!

1) Unwind Your Mind 9) Got To Be A Love
2) Ruffneck Jazz 10) Genevieve
3) Grey’s Groove 11) To Know You Is
4) Panacea To Love You
5) Whirlwind 12) Love
6) Mastered The Art 13) Color In Between
7) Hold Your Weight The Lines
8) Hold It Down 14) Missin’ Something

Also Available: All previous Greyboy albums
10% Off CD from 10/01/08 to 11/04/08.